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The notes in this series are published
by Herman Miller because they touch on topics
the company and their customers are interested
in.

Still, they are just notes, and any opin-

ions in them are those of the notetaker, not
necessarily those of the company or anyone in
it.

There is space here for your own notes,

illustrations, sketches, corrections, arguments , additions.

If you'd like to share

any of those, please write to me in care of:
Connection
Herman Miller, Inc.
Zeeland, Michigan

49464

"Excuse me, I have a connection," the man
explained as he shouldered his way through the
aisle of the 707.

So have we all.

We all have

connections to make, but there are worse things
in life than missing connections.
not having any connections to miss

For instance,
being uncon-

nected or disconnected, cut-off, alienated, outof-touch.

Making connections is the basis of

poetry, invention, crime detection and air travel.
It is no accident that the Boy Scout knot has stood
for so many years as a symbol of a 12-year-old's
fitness for manhood.

It is no longer considered fashionable, or
even "relevant," or for that matter even polite,
<&*<^t*x>
to ask people what they "do."

I always ask.

If

I meet a glassblower at a party, I need to find
out if he knows the glassblowers I happen to
know.

What if he does?

Then what?

Then nothing,

I guess; but it never fails to interest me.

I'm

fascinated by the connections that make it possible
for us to say it's a small world.

The connective

accident, suffused with such dark beauty by Thomas

Hardy, is beautiful in its own right.

My first

job came only because I knew somebody who told
me of an opening.

But he was somebody I would

not have known if I had not gone to a certain
university at a certain time.

And I would not

have done that had I not been in Indiana anyway.
But I was only in Indiana because somebody else
I once met...
In any case I did meet him, did go to the
university, did get the job, and as a result became a connection between dozens

maybe scores

of people who otherwise would not know each other.
Some of them have married, some of them have become business partners, some have led each other
to other people who led, etc.

Every human experi-

ence can be made to look like the house that Jack
built.
Because of connections we each have made,
some people we don't even know are connected to
other people we don f t know.

What responsibility

does this entail?
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Judith Rossner wrote a novel about Siamese twins
not, she says, because she was interested in Siamese
twins, but because she was interested in attachments.

A "well-connected" person is someone whose ties
are good, who knows the right people.

Social climb-

ing is what you do through connections, but so is
every other kind of climbing.

No one has ever de-

signed a leap into the sky; but we have ladders.

The sixties disappeared on schedule; the
rhetoric of the sixties has taken a little longer.
There is a time lag between a decade and the fashions it spawned, maybe a lag between what used to
be called life and what still is called lifestyle.
Relevance is among the last of the sixties slogans
to go.

That's too bad, because a passionate con-

cern with relevance was always one of the most
heartening features of the period.

On the other

hand, it had become cheap and easy in the way of
all slogans.

The louder the demand that every-

thing be "relevant," the less emphasis on what
it was supposed to be relevant to.

Relevance is

a meaningful connection, rather than an arbitrary

one, but to demand relevance was to insist that
somebody else make a connection.

Like war and

tangos, connection takes two of something.

The Marine Corps sergeant who was our radio
school instructor was one of the few superior
teachers I have known.

One day he explained,

"Nothing big ever goes wrong with a radio.

I

mean, you don't open the case and discover that
all the parts have melted.

It's always just a

tube, or a fuse, or some cockamamie thing like
that.

Some little connection."

What he said was true of radios.

Perhaps

it's usually true of life generally.

The skies

don't fall very often.

Chicken

Little style

The problem

is more likely to be a wrong

connection.

Your toe bone connected to your foot bone,
Your foot bone connected to your ankle bone.
Your ankle bone connected to your leg bone,
Your leg bone connected to your knee bone,
Your knee bone connected to your thigh bone,

Your thigh bone connected to your hip bone,
Your hip bone connected to your back bone,
Your back bone connected to your shoulder bone,
Your shoulder bone connected to your neck bone,
Your neck bone connected to your head bone.

At U.C.L.A. in 1976 John and Marilyn Neuhart
designed an exhibition on the work of Charles and
Ray Eames.

They called it "Connections".

hard to think of a more fitting title.

It's

The process

of making connections is, for Charles and Ray, the
process of designing.

And vice versa.

Explaining a storage system designed for college dormitories, Eames once said pointedly, "The
details are not details.

They make the product.

The connections, the connections, the connections...
The connections will in the end... give the product
its life."
The Eames design practice could be defined as
the art of solving problems by making connections
between such disparate materials as wood and steel,
between such seemingly alien disciplines as physics
and painting, between clowns and mathematical concepts, and above all between people

poets, computer
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scientists, philosophers, aviators, and corporate
executives.
"When you get into connections," Charles once
said, "you begin to get into architecture."
Certainly the work for which the Eames office
itself is celebrated is based on successful connections.

The first molded plywood chairs won

the attention of designers not only because of
the compound curves, but because of the welded
rubber shock mounts that joined the plywood seat
and back to the steel legs.

Connection has consequences.

And risk.

One

of the most useful features of a cigarette is its
capacity for setting up distance, for keeping
parts of the self away from each other.

Remember when America was called "the melting
pot"?

Not even high school civic teachers call it

that anymore.

The imagery no longer applies to

our national aspiration and never did apply to our
achievement.

It's just as well.

Joining, with its

implication of component integrity, seems preferable
to melting into, which suggests the surrender of

identity.

I grew up in a steel-producing town in

the Ohio River Valley, and one of the earliest
connections I made was ethnic, although no one
called it that then.

I was in the first grade

and had noticed, without being able to explain
it to myself, that I could somehow tell whether
my classmates1 parents were Republicans or Democrats.

I did it by their names.

If the name

were Pappas, Brodovitch, Wolinsky, Pugliano, etc.,
the parents were Democrats.

If the name were

Robinson, Todd, Jackson, or Pratt, they were Republican.

Neither my classmates nor I understood

what this meant, but understanding

it seems

is not necessary for connection.
Now that I do understand it, the trick no
longer works.

This morning's front page carries

a story about coal strike negotiations, with a
picture of Arnold Miller and Nicholas Camicia
smiling at each other.

As a child I would have

known for sure, and been right, that Miller was
from management and Camicia was the Union leader.
Today, however...

Designers, in their professional society
meetings, are like no other profession I know of.
When petroleum geologists hold a conference, most
of the people on the program are petroleum geologists.

Oh, there may be an occasional oil in-

dustry executive or a Government official on the
periphery of the program, but generally geologists
listen to each other even if they do not agree.
Designers, on the other hand, are loth to spend
much time listening to other designers.

"Just de-

signers talking to designers again" is a common indictment of design congresses.

Yet it is not clear

why it should be an indictment at all.

Dentists

talk to other dentists, on the probably valid assumption that 1) no one else knows very much about
I dentistry and 2) no one else cares.
American design conferences, however, are
characterized by programs featuring politicians,
social scientists, industrialists, medical doctors,
and a great many writers.

This is not entirely be-

cause designers are bored with themselves.

Designers

are more generalized than specialized, and design is
an activity that touches on and draws from a great
many other activities.

Yet when someone from the

outside world addresses a group of designers the
question is invariably raised, "what does that have
to do with design?"
The odds are that it (whatever "it" is) has
a great deal to do with design, but that connection
is often not made.

The 1978 International Design

Conference in Aspen, Colorado is one attempt to
make or discover such connections.

The program

is organized in terms of interdisciplinary connections : designers, managers, poets, astronauts,
scientists not just taking their turns at talking,
but trying to understand the links between them.

Once you begin thinking seriously about connections , it is almost impossible to stop seeing
them everywhere.

This is not so much an obsession

as a reflection of reality:
where.

connections are every-

They really are; and metaphorically, they

are everything.

What is a creative act but a con-

nection no one has made quite that way before?
Of course, once you are working on anything,
the subject seems almost to become magnetic,
drawing related material to it like metal filings.

I opened my junk mail this morning and found not
junk but treasure:

a sporting proposition from

DRI Industries in Eden Prairie, Minnesota.
are they offering me?
bolts by mail!

Connections!

What

Nuts and

Look
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"Just about every fastener you'll ever need"
the copy assures me, and offers a 100% unconditional guarantee of satisfaction.

Call it coin-

cidence, serendipity, industrial ESP.

This kind

of phenomenon is itself a connection, the appearance of what you need when you need it.

The

products are not what I need, but the concept is.

Wherever you turn, connections.

I pick up a

book review by Barry Lopez, who begins by talking
about a retrospective show of chimpanzee art in a
zoo in Portland, Oregon.

"The idea that chimps

can create art seems to me both to miss the point
of art and to distort the nature of chimpanzees,"
Lopez says, "but the evening spent among socialites purchasing finger paintings... was merely
one of those nervous connections people force
between themselves and animals."
Yes, it is a nervous, forced connection,
forced perhaps as a way of avoiding the genuine
connection.

The recognition of animals is in-

extricably tied to the recognition of the animal
in us.

Collagen is the protein in connective tissues
and bones.

There is a disease called Dermatomiocitis,

a collagen deficiency that causes the cells of the
human body to become unstuck.

If the process is

not stopped, life stops.

Disconnection is terrifying.
Yeat's view of supreme catastrophe was a society
in which the center would not hold.

There is a Dory

Previn song that ends with a wail, "I've been discon-nec-ted."

There is a middle-aged couple sitting at the
next table at the restaurant where I am scrawling
these notes.

They are in the same place at the

same time but are unconnected by anything that
matters.

At least, unconnected by anything that

matters and shows.

They are a living illustration

of one of Elaine May's first and funniest recorded
lines:

"We have proximity, but no relating."

The couple is bored.

(So was I until I started

watching them and writing about them.)

Their bore-

dom shields them from each other like a plastic
screen.

Their mood is unreachable by the design of

the restaurant.

Well, not entirely.

The design can

exacerbate their mood; it cannot improve it.

Rites of disconnection:
I divorce thee, I divorce thee, I divorce thee.
I quit!
I'm going to retire any day now.
Get off my back!

Dr. Fitzhugh Mullan, Director of the National
Health Service Corps, relates the failure of urban
medicine to the lack of connection between city
hospitals and local physicians.

"Put simply,"

Mullan says, "people suffer and die because we've
failed to link our urban hospitals and their

considerable technological resources to a network
of well staffed, community based, culturally relevant neighborhood health centers . "

Lobotomy is the disconnection of a person.

Freud was the first to see how illusory certain
kinds of disconnection can be, noticing that patients
carried with them through adulthood all that they
thought they f d left at home decades before.

From a Newsweek review of "Runaways" March 27, 1978
"Swados's runaways are the deracinated, disconnected
kids of the metropolis who have been cut off from the
human continuity that families are supposed to provide."

From A Three-Pipe Problem by Julian Symons:
"Always in the pit of his stomach there remained
an ache which said that he was in possession of
some information that would be helpful if he
made a proper mental connection."

The April, 1978 edition of Harpers features
a series of articles on the subject of thinking
and learning in early childhood.

The first of

these, by the psychologist William Kesson, is
called "Our Disconnected Child."

When the

United States was founded, Kesson reports,
children and adults shared precisely the same

-,-

social organization.
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"In remarkable measure,

the continuity of the community was matched by
a continuity of generations..."

However, "a

short history of children in the United States
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can be sketched on the theme of their steady
separation of both continuities..."
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In Kesson's view the separation process
began with the establishment of school, in which
the values of the adult world are taught in an
atmosphere wholly apart from that world.

Formal

institutions such as school and government continue to keep the child disconnected, a predicanent that is intensified by television which can
even separate the child from his own experience.
Wesson concludes that "Our disconnected child

a

nosaic of roles, a wardrobe of quick-change social
skills

is, unfortunately, fit for our age."

Pamela Blafer Lack, doing research for a documentary film about Vietnamese refugees in America,
wondered whether, in the process of becoming American,
Vietnamese have "clues about why there are so many
internal 'emotional refugees' in America

people

who feel lost, isolated, unconnected."

There are times when the most effective thing
a losing basketball team can do is to call time
out.

It doesn't score any points, but it breaks

the other team's connection.

to publish their concern for "people".

It has

even become common for corporations to speak of a
concern for the "individual".

Yet, in point of fact,

no corporation is ever set up to deal with an individual; only other individuals can do that.

Nor is

<*r\t has long been

it enough to deal with people collectively, for
what makes people reachable in a corporate sense
is not their collective presence, but the connections between them.
Industrial designers, who are not corporations
but often talk like them, frequently proclaim that
they "design for people."
seems worth stating.

As a mandate, it hardly

At least they don't, for the

most part, design for any other species.

Yet it

is perfectly clear to anyone who has used designed
products that a lot of them are designed against
people.

The ultimate industrial design problem

is the connection between the person and the product he uses.

This relationship of people and

things is the product designer's domain.

An inhumane connection is a manacle.
is connection imposed by someone else.

Bondage

We are just

beginning to acknowledge that this can be imposed
from either above or below.
matter.

Or laterally, for that

Why is it so much fun to toss a ball, a beanbag, a breakfast roll, or a Frisbie
one tossed to you?

or to catch

Playing catch must be one of

the dullest activities two people can share, yet
it is always curiously satisfying.
of skill is part of it.

The exercise

But surely it has some-

thing to do with connection, with a relationship
suspended in midair until something is caught and
for a moment held.

In his novel Something Happened, Joseph Heller
writes, "Time is all we have.
is what to do with it."
words, is never given.

What we don f t have

The connection, in other
It has to be teased into

existence by life itself.

Sugar Ray Leonard lands a jab on his opponent's
right eye.

That is one way to connect, but the jab

has more to tell us, connecting as it does with more
than meets that single eye, already puffy.

Nat

Fleischer, the Arnold Toynbee of boxing, could probably have traced the jab to Joe Louis, whose own
jab could, through a series of dazzling connections,
be traced to Robert Fitzsimmons.

The Fitzsimmons

style, according to legend, derived from a connection he made while watching bears spar with each
other in a London zoo.

Observing that the bears

could knock each other down with relatively light
blows, Fitzsimmons made a connection that revolutionized prize fighting:

he invented the left jab.

The more highly physical of the human potential
movement activities seemed to have had their origins
in the realization that most of us know almost
nothing about our own bodies.

One of the things

we know least about our own bodies is where the
joints are and what they do.

Yet this is crucial.

If you don't know where the joints are, you don't
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bend in the right places.

And if you don't bend

in the right places, you bend in the wrong places
and end up with back trouble.

This is rarely

understood as a failure of connection.

Sometimes it seems that connection is a human
impulse almost as deep as love and fear, and freighted
with the same urgency.
survival.

They are all instruments of

All art, and most knowledge, entails

either seeing connections or making them.

Until

it is hooked up with what you already know, nothing
can ever be learned or assimilated.
to help students see connections.

To teach is
To teach out-

standingly is to help students discover connections.
To teach badly is to seek to hold students responsible for knowing a structure without having
explored the joints that hold it together.
They can't do it, can't take that responsibility
the very idea is a contradiction in terms.
Because connection is unique, because connections are individual, education is not a rote
activity.

That is what makes it possible for us

to learn from each other.

Making connections may be the noblest work
of man.

Frank Sparks, the maverick midwestern businessman who founded Arvin Industries, once met Booth
Tarkington and asked if Tarkington had any advice
to give a young man.

"Remember," Tarkington replied,

"contact is always a noun, never a verb."

Unwanted connection:

threatening letters,

obscene phone calls, some relatives, damp handshakes.

"Nuts and bolts as clues to the meaning of
life"

design conference theme proposed by Jivan

Tabibian.

Before there was any 7 o'clock news, before
media became a household word, before household
became a dark enclosure protecting a 24-inch
(diagonal) screen, there were rumors, gossip,
folklore, and jokes.

How did they spread from

one end of the world to the other?
around.

Word gets

But how does it get around?

As a teen-

ager I once went backstage at the Casino Theater
in Pittsburgh and met a comedian named Joey Faye.
He had just come from Hollywood, and told a racy
story about a famous movie star.

I was so dazzled

by meeting someone who actually knew a movie star,
that every detail of Faye's story stuck with me.
Later I went into the service and met lots of
people who claimed they knew movie stars.

They

told the same story about the star Faye knew.
Last year I heard it again!
around?

How does it get

Where are those connections?

at least as good as the 7 o'clock news?

Is gossip

Blood is thicker than water.
oil.

But so is crude

It is hard to generalize about connections

on the basis of viscosity.

A city is not merely a bunch of people living ^jKfjfot**£/), -*ui fa
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in one place, but a community
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people who are

connected to each other by more than geographical
cn^i l^t
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simultaneity.

A friend of mine claimed for years that he
could reach anyone in the world within five phone
calls.

I used to laugh at his claim and try to

invent hypothetical challenges (Jackie Onassis?
the Dali Lama?

Howard Hughes?) but social scien-

tists have by now apparently substantiated it
with research.
psychologist

Another friend

this one a

says he read recently in a pro-

fessional magazine that five is indeed the usual

number of generations two people need to go through
to establish a connection between them.

In other

words, five names exchanged before they hit on a
mutual acquaintance, five places before they hit
on one they both know, five books mentioned before
they discover one they both have read, etc.

The architect and developer John Portman says,
"I am an architect first.

I am a developer prim-

arily because that's the only way to make the
connections necessary to do what I want to do
as an architect."

Many of our troubles
troubles

at least many of my

arise from the failure to make (in time)

the connection between act and consequence.

The

increasing ability to make such a connection is
called growing up.

No matter what it's called,

it's hard to manage at any age.

"He's got it all together."
together person."

"She's a very

And so on.

What are people doing when they talk that way?
Well, one thing they are doing is acknowledging how
admirable and rare it is to design oneself.
"together person" is not accidental.

The

Or mechanical.

Connection is always more than assembly.

Genuine

connection is really integration, a matter of
having each part in the right relationship to every
other part.

It is never passive either.

it together is really putting it together

Getting
not

simply gathering but seeing that it fits.
Fits!

In connection the fit is everything,

which is why the best design is the most appropriate
design.

Keep in touch.

Ralph Caplan is a communications design consultant
and the author of Say Yes I , The Design of Herman
Miller, Design in America, Notes on Attention and
many other publications and exhibitions on design
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He has taught at Penn State,

Indiana University, NYU, and Wabash College and is
a consultant to the National Endowment for the Arts
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